


in her

20s

The Roberto Coin Customer

• Starting her career. 

• Interested in investment pieces and achieving 

a look that is ahead of the trends.

• Looking to layer versatile dainty pieces that 

can be worn to work, with jeans and a t-shirt, 

or on the weekend to Soul Cycle and brunch 

with friends. 

• Browses Instagram for the latest jewelry 

trends and designers.

• Recommended Collections:

• Diamonds by the Inch
• Palazzo Ducale
• Perfect Diamond Hoops
• Perfect Gold Hoops
• Princess Flower (*Independent Exclusive*)

• Tiny Treasures



The Roberto Coin Customer
in her

30s• Established in her career and in her life.

• Interested in purchasing more statement items.

• Savvy in current trends, but interested in 

polished pieces that will withstand fleeting 

fashions.

• Building loyalty to her favorite brands.

• Drawn to stackable rings and bangles for their 

effortless wear ability and versatility from day 

to night.

• Recommended Collections:

• Fashion Gold Hoops
• Gold Chains
• Princess Flower (*Independent Exclusive*)

• Symphony
• Venetian Princess
• Verona



• Comfortable in her own skin and knows what 

pieces make her feel most confident.

• Has developed a loyal relationship with 

trusted brands.

• Builds on an already substantial wardrobe of 

investment pieces.

• Recommended Collections:

• Byzantine
• Perfect Diamond Hoops
• Pois Moi Luna
• Portofino
• Princess Tassels
• Venetian Princess

The Roberto Coin Customer
in her 40s



• Finally has time to herself, and the sky is the 

limit.

• Established a collection of beautiful jewelry 

over her lifetime, and is looking to spend 

above and beyond.

• Recommended Collections:

• Animalier
• Barocco Tassel
• Basic Gold
• Palazzo Ducale
• Royal Opera
• Royal Princess Flower (*Independent Exclusive*)

• Venetian Princess

The Roberto Coin Customer
in her 50s+



10 JEWELRY 
WARDROBE STAPLES



1.) The Perfect Diamond Hoops 2.) Diamond Studs

Radiant, sleek, and youthful, Roberto Coin’s 
diamond hoop earrings are timeless keepsakes. 
Trademarked because of their renowned sparkle, 
they are the cornerstone of a woman’s jewelry 
wardrobe. Like a signature little black dress and a 
pair of pumps, every woman should own a pair of 
diamond hoop earrings. Just ask Oprah- she loves 
her Roberto Coin Perfect Diamond Hoops!

A genuine classic—both understated and 
substantial, with unparalleled elegance. 
Diamond studs at any size provide the 
perfect highlight of pure brilliance.  Our 
57 Facet Collection simple three-pronged 
“martini” setting allows the natural 
radiance of round diamonds to shine 
through. 



3.) Iconic Bangle 4.) Long Gold Chain

Be bold with a bangle that tells your 
story.  From the sleek signature style of 
Pois Moi to the rich satin elegance of 
Princess and Venetian Princess, 
Roberto Coin’s iconic collections boast 
bangles galore.  

More than just an accessory, a long 
gold chain brings versatility to any 
jewelry wardrobe.  Wear it long, or 
with personally-meaningful pendants; 
wear it doubled closer to your 
neckline; wear it wrapped around your 
wrist as a layered bracelet.  You can 
even link the integrated clasp to create 
a lariat!



5.) Fashion Gold Earrings 6.) Statement Ring
Why compete with a striking neckline 
when you can choose an outstanding 
earring instead?  There’s a shape and 
style to flatter every face, and in high-
polish 18-karat gold, these earrings speak 
volumes without saying a word.

Whether you’re holding a glass of 
champagne or clapping at your child’s 
recital, a statement ring punctuates all of 
the special moments in life.  Find a shape 
that speaks to you—the four-petaled 
Venetian Princess flower, a beautiful 
bypass Cento Dolce ring, or even a wide 
Opera band.



7.) Layered Necklaces 8.) Basic Gold Hoops

They’re a wardrobe essential for a 
reason: Roberto Coin’s basic gold 
hoops never stop working.  High polish 
18-karat gold reflects your inner 
beauty, and sizes from petite to 
powerful give you a perfect choice.

Tap into a trend with pieces you can 
personalize.  Pair a diamond-by-the-
inch chain of your choice—diamonds 
dangling or inline—with a Tiny 
Treasure talisman.  It can be a symbol 
of faith, an initial of a loved one, or a 
classic circle of life.



9.) Sautoir Necklace 10.) Stackable Bangles
Modern and contemporary design through 
oversized floral medallions, emblems of a timeless 
elegance. The rich satin gold mixed with 
diamonds creates a dramatic play of contrasts, 
gracefully balanced in a bold and elegant floral 
silhouette.  A secret clasp adds outstanding 
versatility—twelve different ways to wear! The 
perfect travel accessory to wear on your trip! 

Collect your favorites and show them off—it’s 
a stack!  Each Roberto Coin collection features 
stackable bangles in different widths, different 
finishes, and all three colors of gold.  
Remember each special occasion with a new 
addition to your stack, and your collection 
will grow with your memories.



GIFTS FOR THE 
WOMEN IN YOUR LIFE





Click to view additional information on our website: www.robertocoin.com

http://www.robertocoin.com/

